


Design new wings for this butterfly.



Write a story about the magical butterfly.
Include it’s name, how it sounds and what it eats, are it’s wings special in anyway? Where does it come from?



Turn this book into a magical animal.



Write a description of your book animal.
Include where it comes from and why it is special. Include as many facts about your book animal as you can!



Design a body for this bird.



Your new bird is in trouble. Write what the problem is and how the magical bird can solve this problem.
Include other animals in your writing that help the magical bird on it’s adventure.



Design a Water Spirit to be friends with this Fire Spirit.

Fire Spirit Water Spirit



Write a song that the two spirits can sing together.



Design the magical plant that grows in this pot.



Write some instructions on how to care for your magical plant. Do not include the word “water” in your writing.



Draw a magical home for Vincent Van Melon.



Write a decription of the magical place Vincent Van Melon has painted. Remember to use descriptive words in your writing.



This Rabbit is travelling to the future, design an outfit for it.



Write a diary entry for the rabbit when it visits the future. How is the future different from the present?



The Lord of Nulth is designing a new Void, finish it for him.



Write a story about the Lord of Nulths new Void.



Red Tigar is hungry, draw her something to eat.



Write recipe instructions for how you prepare Red Tigar’s meal.



Draw what Rainbow Bird is dreaming of.



Write a story about Rainbow Bird’s dream.



Draw Ninja Leaf a friend.



Write an story about Ninja Leaf and his new friend.



Draw what the Penguin Professor is scared of.



Write how the Penguin Professor overcomes his fear.


